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MAXIMAL QUOTIENT RINGS OF GROUP RINGS

EDWARD FORMANEK

Let F[G] be the group ring of a group G over a field
F, and Δ the subgroup of G consisting of those elements with
only finitely many conjugates. Let Q(R) denote the maximal
(Utumi) quotient ring of a ring R. This paper proves: (1)
If H is a subnormal subgroup of G, Q(F[H]) is naturally
embedded as a subring of Q(F[G]). (2) Q{F[Δ\) contains the
center of Q(F[G]). (3) If F[G] is semiprime with center C,
Q(C) is the center of Q(F[G]). These results are analogues
of theorems of M. Smith and D.S. Passman for the classical
(Ore) quotient ring.

l Introduction* Rings are associative and have a unit, and
modules are unitary. Group rings will always be over fields, and
we follow the definitions and notation of [5] for group rings and
of [3] for quotient rings. In particular, if F[G] is the group ring
G over F, then

Δ = Δ(G) = {geG: g has finitely many conjugates};

j+ = Δ+(G) — torsion subgroup of G;

θ: F[G] —• F[Δ] is the natural projection.

If R is a ring, Q = Q(R) is the maximal quotient ring of R.
There are many quotient rings which can be associated with a

ring R. The two which have received the greatest attention are the
classical (Ore) quotient ring and the maximal (Utumi) quotient ring.
The classical quotient ring has a relatively straightforward description,
but it is only defined for rings which satisfy the so-called Ore con-
dition. In contrast the maximal quotient ring is less easy to describe
but is defined for all rings. In both cases there are distinct notions
of left and right quotient rings and we will always consider left
quotient rings.

For group rings the classical quotient ring has been studied by
Herstein and Small [2], Passman [5, 6], M. Smith [7], and P. F. Smith
[81, and the maximal quotient ring has been studied by Burgess [1].

This paper investigates the relationship of the maximal quotient
rings of group rings, subgroup rings, and the centers of group rings.
The object is to obtain for the maximal quotient ring analogues of
theorems of Passman and M. Smith on the classical quotient ring.
Their techniques are used for the group ring arguments while the
quotient ring arguments reflect the formalism of the maximal quotient
ring.
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If R is a subring of S, there is in general no relation between
Q(R) and Q(S). Thus to say that Q(R) is a subring of Q(S) for a
given R and S has little meaning unless accompanied by a precise inter-
pretation, and this will be given in the body of the paper. Modulo
this interpretation, the main results are summarized by the following
theorem.

THEOREM. Let F[G] be a group ring with center C.
(1) If H is a subnormal subgroup of G, Q(F[H]) is a subring

of Q(F[G}).
( 2) Q{F[A\) contains the center of Q(F[G]).
(3) If F[G] is semiprime, Q(C) is the center of Q(F[G]).

I do not know if the hypothesis that F[G] be semiprime is
required in (3). Passman [6] has proved the analogue of (3) for the
classical quotient ring without this hypothesis.

2* Dense ideals and the maximal quotient ring* With each
ring R is associated a larger ring Q = Q(R), called the maximal quo-
tient ring of R. There are several equivalent constructions of Q.
We will use the original one which is based on dense ideals and is
due to Utumi [9, see 3, p. 96-99].

A left ideal D of R is dense if for each a e R the right annihilator
of Da"1 is zero, where Da'1 = {r e R: ra e D}. (Note that if a is
invertible, Da'1 has the usual meaning.) Some of the basic properties
of dense left ideals are (see [3, p. 96-98]):

(1) If Z?! is dense and A S D2 then D2 is dense.
(2) If D is dense and a e R, then Da"1 is dense.
(3) If A and D2 are dense, so is A Π D2.
(4) If A and A are dense and / : D2 —> R is a homomorphism,

then f~\D^) is dense.
(5) If i? is commutative, D is dense iff it has zero annihilator.
The maximal (left) quotient ring of R is the set of all pairs

(/, D) where D is a dense left ideal of R and f:D—>R is a homo-
morphism of left i2-modules, modulo the equivalence relation (f19

A) ~ (Λ, A) if /i and f2 agree on A Π A The sum and product
of (flf A) and (/2, A) are represented by the homorαorphisms f1 +
/2: A Π A —> R, fifV /ΓXA) —• -B- Each α e i? defines a homomorphism
Ta:R—>R by Γc(r) = rα and the map α π Tc identifies lϋ with a
subring of Q.

If iϊ is a subring of S, then Q(R) is not in general a subring
of Q(S) and in general there is little relation between Q(R) and Q(S).
However, there is a natural attempt to define a homomorphism
Q(R) —+ Q(S) and when it succeeds it is automatically an injection
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of rings and then Q(R) can be considered a subring of Q(S). Namely,
if f:D—>R represents an element of Q{R), one tries to extend /
to an S-homomorphism fλ: SD —» S. fι is unique if it exists but in
general it does not exist. Even if fγ exists, SD may not be a dense
ideal of R. If it happens that for every (/, D) e Q(R), SD is dense
in S and the extension fx exists, then (fu SD) e Q(S) and the map
(/, D) -> (Λ, SD) identifies Q(R) with a subring of Q(S). It turns
out that this procedure works at least for some subrings of group
rings.

3* Dense ideals in group rings*

THEOREM 1. Let H be a normal subgroup of G. If D is a dense
ideal of F[H], then F[G]D is a dense left ideal of F[G].

Proof. Let a — aγgγ + + akgk e F[G] where at e F, a€ Φ 0, gt e
G. We have to show that the right annihilator of {F[G\D)a~ι in
F[G] is zero. But for each atgt

(F[G]D)(aιgt)-1 = F[G]Dgτι 2 gtDgτι .

D is dense in F[H] so each gtDgjl is dense in F[H] since con-
jugation by gt is an automorphism of F[H], Thus

(F[G\D)σrι 2 Π {F[G\D){atgxy* 2 Π gtDgt - J,

where J is dense in F[H] since it is a finite intersection of dense
left ideals of F[H], J has zero right annihilator in F[H] so it has
zero right annihilator in F[G] since F[G] is a free left F[H]-module.
Hence {F[G]D)a~ι also has zero right annihilator which shows that
F[G]D is dense.

REMARK. Theorem 1 is false if H is not normal in Go For
example, let G be the free group generated by g and h and let H
be the subgroup generated by h. Then D — F[H](h — 1) is dense
in F[H] but U = F[G]D - F[G}{h - 1) is not dense in F[G]. E.g.
D'(g ~ I)"1 = 0 since g — 1 and h — 1 do not have a common left
multiple. In this case F[H] is a commutative domain and Q(F[H])
is just its classical quotient ring, a field. But no nonunit of F[H]
becomes invertible in Q(F[G]).

Assume now that H is normal in G and let {gt} be a set of coset
representatives of H in G. If f'.D—> F[H] represents an element
of Q(F[H]), then F[G]D = ®gtD, a direct sum of abelian groups, so
defining /: F[G]D — F[G] by / ( Σ 9A) = Σ 9if(dt) gives a well-defined
map. To verify that / is in fact F[G]-linear it suffices to show that
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if a e F[G], gt is a coset representative, and d e D, then /(α^d) =
af{gtd). Letting agt = Σ ΰfoό* where aό e F[H] (a finite sum), we have

= Σ gj

It is clear that / —>f defines a ring monomorphism of F[H] into
which is natural. We summarize this below, noting that it is

enough for H to be subnormal in G.

THEOREM 2. Let Hbe a subnormal subgroup of G. Then Q(F[H])
is naturally identified with a subring of Q(F[G]) via the map (/,
JO) — (/, F[G]D), where f: D->F[H] represents an element of Q(F[H]).

From now on we will consider Q(F[H]) a subring of Q(F[G]) when
Theorem 2 applies. If G is abelian (or more generally, nilpotent)
this means that Q(F[G]) contains Q(F[H]) for every subgroup H of G.

4. The center of Q(R). Suppose f;D~+R represents a central
element of Q(R). Then / commutes with the image of R in Q(R),
namely with all the homomorphisms Ta, aeR, where Ta: R—>R is
defined by Ta(r) = ra. fTa is defined on T?(D) = Da~ι and TJ is
defined on D. Since / is central / Ta and TJ agree on D Π Da~ι.
Hence for any aeR and deDn Da'1

f(da) = fTa(d) = TJ(d) = f(d)a .

LEMMA 3. Suppose f:D—>R represents a central element of
Q(R). Then f can be extended to a map f: OR -+R by

fid.a, + + dnan) = fid^a, + + f(dn)an

for dlf , dne D, au , an e R. Hence every central element of Q(R)
is represented by a map f:D—>R where D is a two-sided ideal and
f is a homomorphism of R-bimodules—i.e., f(rds) = rf(d)sfor r, se
R,deD.

Proof. The ony problem is to show that the extension of / is
well-defined-we must show that if Σ d^ = 0, then Σ /(^iK = 0.
Suppose Σ d&i = 0 and let E be the dense left ideal E = Π D{diaι)'1.
If b e E, then bdt e D, bdtat e D, so

0 = / ( Σ bd<βt) = Σ / ( M A ) - Σ f(bd)ai = b

Hence Σ /(^i)^t = 0, since it is a right annihilator of the dense left
ideal E.
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Returning to group rings, the center of F[G] is the set of
finite sums Σ χg9 which are constant on conjugacy classes and hence
is a subring of F[Δ], Since A is normal in F[G], Q{F[Δ}) is a subring
of Q(F[G]) and it is reasonable to suppose that it contains the center
of Q(F[G]). We will show this but first we need some preliminaries
on θ:f[G]~>F[Δ].

Let {gt} be a set of coset representatives of Δ in G, with gL =
1. If a = αx + g2a2 + + gkak, where az e F[Δ]f then θ{gjιa) = α*.
From this the following lemma is routine (see [1, 4.5-4.6] for more
general results).

LEMMA 4. Let D be a left ideal of F[G]. Then
( 1 ) Θ{D) is a left ideal of F[Δ].
( 2 ) F[G]Θ(D)^D.
( 3 ) If D is dense in F[G], Θ(D) is dense in F[Δ].
( 4 ) If D is a two-sided ideal, so are Θ(D) and F(G)Θ(D).

The next result has had widespread use in the study of group
rings.

LEMMA 5. (M. Smith [7, Lemma 2.3], [5, Lemma 1.3]). Suppose
a, b, c, de F[G] and agb = cgd for all g eG. Then aθφ) = cθ(d).

LEMMA 6. Any central element of Q(F[G]) can be represented
by a map f:D—>F[G] where D is a two-sided ideal of F[G], Θ(D) g
D, and f{θ(D)) S F[Δ\.

Proof. By Lemma 3, any central element can be represented by
a bimodule homomorphism / : D-+F[G], where D is a two-sided ideal
of F[G], so we will be done if we can extend / to a homomorphism
Λ: Dι^F[G]9 where A - F[G]Θ(D) and f1(β(D)) S F[Δ].

Suppose ae D, and let a = α : + g2a2 + + gk^k, f(a>) = &i + 9Jb2 +
• + gkbk where aXJ bt e F[Δ], (possibly some aif bt are zero). Θ(D) is
the set of all such aίf as a varies over D, so if we can define
/,: F[G]Θ(D)-+F[G] by f^ga,) = gb, for any g e G, this Λ will be the
required extension. The only difficulty is to verify that fι is well-
defined-it will then automatically be an jF[G]-module homomorphism,
extend / , and map the dense ideal Θ(D) of F[Δ] into F[Δ],

This amounts to showing that if aγ — θ(a) — 0, then bι = θ(f(a)) =
0. To see this, suppose θ(a) = 0 and let d £ D. Then for any g e G

dgf(a) = f{dga) — f(d)ga since / is a bimodule homomorphism.
.-. dθ(f(μ)) - f(d)θ(a) = 0, by Lemma 5.
Λ Dθ(f(a)) = 0, so θ{f{a)) = 0 since D is dense in F[G] .
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Since Δ is normal in G, Theorem 2 says that Q{F[Δ]) is (identified
with) a subring of Q(F[G]). In the notation of Lemma 6, fι\θ(D):
Θ(D) -* F[Δ] is identified with fx\ F[G]Θ(D) -> F[G] which represents
the same element of Q(F[G]) as / : D—>F[G]. Thus we have shown:

THEOREM 7. T&β center of Q(F[G]) is a subring of Q(F[Δ]).

5* Semiprime group rings* In this section, the following data
is fixed. F is a field, G is a group, J = A{G). We assume that
Δ+(G) has no elements of order p iΐ F has characteristic p. This is
equivalent to assuming that F[G] is semiprime by a theorem of
Passman [5, Theorem 3.7]. It implies that F[H] is semiprime whenever
H is a subgroup of Δ. Let C denote the center of F[G],

Passman used the following lemma in his work on the classical
quotient ring of group rings. It plays a similar role with respect
to the maximal quotient ring. Because we have the additional hy-
pothesis that F[H] is semiprime we get the additional conclusion
(over [6]) that F[Z]'ιF[H] is semisimple.

LEMMA 8. (Passman [6, Lemma 1]). Let H £ Δ be a finitely
generated normal subgroup of G. Then

(1) H has a torsion-free central subgroup Z of finite index
which is normal in G.

(2) The ring of fractions F[ZYιF{H] obtained by inverting
the nonzero elements of the central domain F[Z] is a finite-dimen-
sional semisimple algebra over the field F{Z]~ιF[Z\.

LEMMA 9, Let IΦO he a G-invariant ideal of F[Δ\. Then

Proof, Let H £ Δ be a finitely generated normal subgroup of
G with JL = I n F[H] Φ 0, and let Z be as in Lemma 8, A = F{Z]-ιF[H],
J — AIγ. G acts on A which is semisimple Artinian and J is a G-
invariant ideal of A, so J is generated as an A-module hj a G-
invarίant idempotent e — a/b, where ae Il9 be F[Z], b Φ 0. Let b1 ~
b, b2j •••, bn be the finitely many G-conjugates of b. Then

e = a/b — ab2 bjb1 bn .

e and b1 - - bn are centralized by G, so α&2 bn is central in F[G\.
Thus 0 Φ ab2 - 6W e I n C, as required.

LEMMA 10. Suppose D is a dense ideal of C and f:D—>Cisa
C-homomorphism. Then

(1) F[G]D is dense in F[G}*
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(2) / has a unique extension to an F[G]-homomorphism

f:F[G]D->F[G].

(3) / represents a central element of Q(F[G]).

Proof. (1) Since D is central (F[G)D)a-1 3 F[G]D for all a e
F[G] so to show that F[G] is dense in F[G] it suffices to show that
A = AnnF[G](D) = 0. But if A Φ 0, Lemma 9 says that Af)C Φ 0,
which contradicts the hypothesis that D is dense in C.

(2) If / has such an extension / it is clearly unique and is
defined by

/(αA + + akdk) = a,/(d,) + + akfidk)

for aί9 , % e F[G], d1? --,dkeD.
The only problem is to show that / is well-defined-we must show

that if Σ a%d% = 0, then Σ fi^ι)dτ = 0. Suppose X <M* = 0 a n d let
de D. Since d is central

= Σ

Hence Σ aιfidι) = 0, since it annihilates the dense ideal F[G]Z) on
the right.

( 3 ) First note that /: F[G]D—> F[G] is a bimodule homomorphism
and suppose g: DL -~+ F[G] represents any element of Q(F[G]). Then
for any de D and dte DL9

MddJ = fidgidj) = f(d)g(dι) - giftd)^) = gfiddj .

Thus fg and ^/ are defined and agree on DDt. It is easy to see that
DDι is a dense left ideal of F[G], so /^ and gf represent the same
element of G(F[G]) and so / is central in QiF[G]).

As in §3,if,D)—>if,F[G]D) is a ring momomorphism and we
obtain a result analogous to Theorem 2.

THEOREM 11. Let F[G] be a semiprime group ring with center
C. Then QiC) is naturally identified with a central subring of
Q(F[G]) via the map (/, D) -> (/, F[G]D).

Now that we can consider QiC) a subring of the center of Q(F[G])
the final step is to show that it is the whole center. We already
know that the center of QiF[H]) is contained in QiF[Δ]), by Theorem 7.

LEMMA 12. If de C, AnnF[Glid) = F[G]e for some central idem-
potent e of F[G].
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Proof. Let B = AnnFίG](d), A = AnnF[G](B). A is an annihilator
ideal of F[G] and de A so a theorem of M. Smith [7, Corollary 5.6]
[5, Theorem 25.4] says that there is a central idempotent e of F[G]
such that e e A and de = d. Then B = AτmFίG}(d) = F[G](1 — e).

LEMMA 13. Let D be a two-sided ideal of F[A] which is dense
as a left ideal in F[A] and invariant under conjugation by elements
of G. Then Df] C is dense in C.

Proof. Since C is commutative, to show that D Π C is dense in
C it suffices to show that A n n c φ n C) = 0. Let c e C, c Φ 0. Then
AnnFίG1(c) = F[G]e for some central idempotent e of F[G] by Lemma
12. Since D is dense, D(l — e) Φ 0 and by Lemma 9, D(l — e)f]C
contains a nonzero d. Now dc Φ 0 since otherwise we would have
de — d, d(l — e) = d, whence d = 0.

Now consider a central element of Q(F[G]). By Lemma 6, it is
represented by a map f:D—»F[G] where D is a two-sided ideal of
F[G], Θ(D) S A and f(θ(D)) S ^ [ ^ ] . By Theorem 7 and the remarks
preceding, it lies in Q(F[z/]) where it is represented by /1 ΰ(D): Θ(D) —>
F[Δ\. Θ(D) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 13, so Θ(D) n C is dense
in C. f maps Df]C into C since fig^dg) = g~~1f(d)g for all d e D.
Thus /|(5(D) Π C): ̂ (D) D C-> C represents an element of Q(C) and we
have shown

THEOREM 14. Let F[G] be a semiprime group ring with center
C. Then Q(C) is the center of Q(F[G]).
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